The MIT Enterprise Forum cordially invites you to our April 17, 2008 event:

*** Technology Startup Lab (MD): Selling to the Military ***

Featured speakers:
Jim Sanders, Director, New Ventures, Honeywell Technology Solutions
Vic Hess, Entrepreneur in Residence, HoCo Economic Development Authority

Two local companies will present their exciting business plans, expert panelists will provide insight and analysis, and you, the audience, engage them all with your questions and comments.

The main presentation will be by Emerald Sky Technologies, LLC, which has developed the OZ integrated graphical display for pilots. This system can reduce pilot errors responsible for most aviation accidents. OZ is a software upgrade to avionics systems in all new aircraft and many existing aircraft. OZ is a disruptive technology that revolutionizes how general aviation, military and air transport aircraft are flown.

The mini presentation will be by CE Science (www.cescience.com), a provider of computational modeling, simulation and visualization solutions to the federal government and industry. The CE Science team combines computational rigor with contextual understanding to unlock the meaning of data and transform it into usable knowledge.

WHEN: April 17 (Thursday) 6:15-9:00 p.m.
(buffet and networking followed by program)

WHERE: JHU Applied Physics Lab, 11100 Johns Hopkins Road, Laurel, MD
Parsons Auditorium (Building 1—use main entrance and park on left side)
(Directions to JHU-APL)

MORE INFO / RSVP: MITEF Baltimore Startup lab--April 17, 2008

FREE for MITEF members, $25 for non-members.

The MIT Enterprise Forum is an educational forum, open to all, where entrepreneurs learn, connect and grow.